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TU "VOLYA" is deeply indignant with the brutal bloody crackdown against peaceful 
protesters on Maidan in Kyiv 

Statement 
of the Trade Union “VOLYA” of 30 November 2013 

 
     Occupational pro – russian criminal – oligarchic regime ceased to play in democracy, 
cynically plucked European integration process of Ukraine, used brute physical force and 
atrociously beat peaceful protesters for the European course of Ukraine on Maidan in Kyiv. 
Several thousand heavily armed commandos carted to Kyiv from the Eastern oblasts of 
Ukraine and Crimea on 30 November early morning without any reason attacked peaceful 
civilians and brutally dealt with them by the blood beating anyone who occurred to them on 
the way. Such an order could give only the main bandit that is on top of the authority 
pyramid. 
     8th Congress of the the All-Ukrainian Union of Workers Solidarity VOST “VOLYA” 
(VOST) (TU “VOLYA” is affiliated to the VOST) already in 2010  January 31 in its 
statement warned that democracy and independence of Ukraine is at risk, which is going from 
the vanguard of the occupants under the lead of the criminal boss, rushing to the presidency. 
VOST and TU “VOLYA” from that time and until now does not recognize the legality of the 
whole vertical line of the current central authority, which was captured by donetsk pro – 
russian criminal – oligarchic groupings by means of the unprecedented for that time mass 
total falsifications, bribery, intimidation, the wide using of the criminal elements and 
members of so call sports clubs, in particular under the “journalists” guise. In the Eastern and 
Southern parts of Ukraine there were not any democratic elections. 
     All next years VOST and TU “VOLYA” beat the alarm, even when consciously or 
unconsciously society and world community began reconcile with the present regime, 
although more, on 01 October 2010, the constitutional coup has happened, and later on the 
authority demonstrated unprecedented robbery of the state and working people. Because of 
the above we did not have and still do not have “our president” and “our government”. There 
is the criminal occupational administration. 
     VOST and TU “VOLYA” believes that in this situation there is the only way – to win own 
rights  by the protest actions on the squares and streets, and calls upon all not indifferent 
Ukrainians to enter the protest actions, especially in Kyiv, for  peaceful removing the current 
criminal regime from the authority. 
     VOST and TU “VOLYA” appeals to the governments of the EU countries, the USA, all 
democratic countries to take immediately personal sanctions against Yanukovych, members 
of so called government and other powers from his environment, security officials which were 
involved in beating of people. 
                                                      Gang – off! 
     Reference. VOST “VOLYA” (VOST) is an independent democratic trade union 
association, whose activity is based on the universal principles of Christian morality. Trade 
union organizations formed VOST operating since 1989, and Trade union “VOLYA” was the 
first in Ukraine free inter - branch union. VOST unites more than 150000 members and is a 
membership organization of the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC). Trade 
Union “VOLYA” is affiliated to the World Organisation of Workers (WOW). VOST and TU 
“VOLYA” favor of holding trade union reform in Ukraine and realizing the motto “21 
century – new trade unions”. Oleksandr Dzhulyk is the VOST and TU “VOLYA” president. 
The VOST and TU “VOLYA” headquarters are located in Lviv. 
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